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SummarySummary
�� Are postAre post--natal cohabiting parents more natal cohabiting parents more 

unstable because fathers are less committed unstable because fathers are less committed 

and mothers are less secure?and mothers are less secure?

�� This study identifies complex negative This study identifies complex negative 

behaviours that support this hypothesisbehaviours that support this hypothesis

�� The findings also affirm the benefits for all The findings also affirm the benefits for all 

new parents new parents –– married or cohabiting married or cohabiting –– of a of a 

short relationship education programme that short relationship education programme that 

includes “STOP signs” includes “STOP signs” 

Abstract



Family breakdown and …Family breakdown and …

�� CrimeCrime

�� TruancyTruancy

�� Domestic Domestic 
violenceviolence

�� PovertyPoverty

�� IllIll--healthhealth

�� Mental healthMental health

�� Child abuseChild abuse

�� Educational problemsEducational problems

�� Emotional problemsEmotional problems

�� Relationship Relationship 
problemsproblems

�� Substance abuseSubstance abuse

Introduction



Rising lone parent familiesRising lone parent families
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Cohabitation is the driverCohabitation is the driver
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BreakBreak--up risk & new parentsup risk & new parents
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Estimate of relationship education Estimate of relationship education 

taketake--up in the UKup in the UK
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Why do Why do cohabiteescohabitees split?split?

�� Commitment/securityCommitment/security

“slide/decide” research“slide/decide” research

�� Negative predictorsNegative predictors

STOP signsSTOP signs

Introduction



Negative predictors of FBNegative predictors of FB

�� SS –– SScore Pointscore Points

�� TT –– TThink the worsthink the worst

�� OO –– OOpt outpt out

�� PP –– PPut downut down

Introduction



Study designStudy design

�� 1 hour 1 hour Lets Stick TogetherLets Stick Together

�� Includes Includes STOP signsSTOP signs

�� 19 Bristol NHS post19 Bristol NHS post--natal clinicsnatal clinics

�� 236 mothers in 31 sessions236 mothers in 31 sessions

�� 69% married, 31% cohabiting69% married, 31% cohabiting

�� Mother selfMother self--report report STOP signsSTOP signs

Design



#1#1 PostPost--natal mums are smartnatal mums are smart

Results
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#2#2 Women know their men!Women know their men!
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#3#3 Mums like STOP signsMums like STOP signs
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#4#4 STOP signs differ by gender…STOP signs differ by gender…

Results
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#5#5 …but not by marital status…but not by marital status
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#6a#6a DemandDemand--withdraw is commonwithdraw is common
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#6b#6b …but reverses in extremes…but reverses in extremes

Results
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#7 #7 The main finding about The main finding about 

cohabiting parentscohabiting parents
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Why might parents … ?Why might parents … ?
… Back off?… Back off?

�� Less committed fathersLess committed fathers may OPT OUT because they may OPT OUT because they 
have less incentive to resolve the issuehave less incentive to resolve the issue

�� Less secure mothersLess secure mothers may OPT OUT because may OPT OUT because 
escalation could put the whole relationship at risk escalation could put the whole relationship at risk 

… Fire back?… Fire back?

�� Less committed fathersLess committed fathers may PUT DOWN because may PUT DOWN because 
they have less to lose by behaving dismissivelythey have less to lose by behaving dismissively

�� Less secure mothersLess secure mothers may THINK THE WORST may THINK THE WORST 
because they interpret conflict as a threat to their because they interpret conflict as a threat to their 
relationship. They may then SCORE POINTS or PUT relationship. They may then SCORE POINTS or PUT 
DOWN as a defence mechanismDOWN as a defence mechanism

Discussion



Main conclusionsMain conclusions
�� This study provides support for the hypothesis This study provides support for the hypothesis 

that cohabiting fathers are less committed and that cohabiting fathers are less committed and 
cohabiting mothers are less secure. cohabiting mothers are less secure. 

�� The main finding is that cohabiting parents The main finding is that cohabiting parents 
behave differently to married parentsbehave differently to married parents

�� The complex nature of these interactions The complex nature of these interactions 
points to much more than a selection effectpoints to much more than a selection effect

�� The big discrepancy in negative behaviours fits The big discrepancy in negative behaviours fits 
with the big discrepancy in negative with the big discrepancy in negative 
relationship outcomes relationship outcomes 

�� Causal conclusions remain speculative at this Causal conclusions remain speculative at this 
stagestage

Discussion



Selection? AnteSelection? Ante--natal class natal class 

attendance & 5 year breakattendance & 5 year break--up riskup risk
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Immediate implicationImmediate implication

�� STOP signs are an excellent example of STOP signs are an excellent example of 
simple, practical and effective relationship simple, practical and effective relationship 
education education 

�� 96% of mothers found STOP signs “96% of mothers found STOP signs “helpfulhelpful””

�� Most mothers found STOP signs “Most mothers found STOP signs “veryvery
helpfulhelpful””

�� Amongst parents who either “Amongst parents who either “back offback off” or “” or “fire fire 
backback”, 71% of married and 74% of cohabiting ”, 71% of married and 74% of cohabiting 
mothers say they are likely to change their mothers say they are likely to change their 
behaviour as a resultbehaviour as a result

Discussion



Next stepsNext steps

�� Study opens the way for Study opens the way for 

investigation of the investigation of the 

longitudinal links between longitudinal links between 

commitmentcommitment, , securitysecurity, , 

behaviourbehaviour & & stabilitystability

Discussion



Extra slidesExtra slides
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BreakBreak--up risk & new parentsup risk & new parents
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Unmarried as % of breakUnmarried as % of break--upup
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Unmarried Unmarried vsvs married riskmarried risk
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Religious dissimilarity & 3 year Religious dissimilarity & 3 year 

breakbreak--upup
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